Tommy Bahama is the upscale lifestyle brand that captures the essence of luxurious, island living. The entire collection is inspired by the experience of traveling to exotic locales where the food is good, the beaches are hot and the mood is relaxed. The styling is translated across casual, comfortable sportswear, golf wear, shoes, accessories and headwear... all designed to live the island life.
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MEN’S AUTHENTIC HANDWOVEN PANAMA

**REMÝ | TBW147OS-NAT**
Handwoven Panama Safari with 3” Brim | Leather Band, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 32XHQ0

**REMÝ | TBW147-NAT**
Handwoven Panama Safari with 3” Brim | Leather Band, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size 2X | Vom Baur Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 32XHQ0

**COD FATHER | TBW114OS-NAT**
Handwoven Panama Safari with 3” Brim | Web Band, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Also Sold by Size 2X with Vom Baur Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 32YXK0

**SUN CHASER | TBW174OS-NAT**
Handwoven Grade 8 Panama Safari with 2 1/4” Brim | Two-Tone Grosgrain Band,
TB Marlin Pin | Natural | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 32MTU0
NEW

SEYCHELLES | TBW254OS-IVORY
Paper Braid Safari with 2 5/8” Brim | TB Marlin Pin
Ivory | 1-S/M, 2-L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 60SUX0

KOKORI | TBW247OS
Fine Braid Toyo Safari with 2 1/2” Brim | 3-Pleat Cotton Band, TB Marlin Pin
Sold by Color | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 60MHY0

NEW

CAY SAL | TBW266OS
Paper Braid Safari with 2 7/8” Brim | 3-Pleat Cotton Band, TB Marlin Pin
Sold by Color | 1-S/M, 2-L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 103PID

BORA BORA | TBW233OS-NAT
Paper Braid Safari with 2 1/2” Brim | Grosgrain Band, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 60DSV0

KO LIPE | TBW247OS
Fine Braid Toyo Safari with 2 1/2” Brim | 3-Pleat Cotton Band, TB Marlin Pin
Sold by Color | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 60MHY0

UPF 50
NEW
ABACO | TBW256OS-NAT
Bangkok Toyo Safari with 2 7/8” Brim | Leather Band, Lined and TB Marlin Pin Natural | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 53HGN0

NEW
BONDI | TBW259OS-NAT
Rush Straw Safari with Bound 3 1/4” Brim | Covered Underbrim with TB Marlin Pin and Chin Cord | Natural | 1-S/M, 2-L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 60JMS0

NEW
MAI TAI | TBW242OS-NAT
5 Bu Toyo Safari with 2 1/2” Brim | 3-Pleat Tropical Print Band, TB Marlin Pin Natural | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 60CUZ0

NEW
ANDROS | TBW265OS
Paper Braid Gambler with 3 1/4” Brim | 3-Pleat Cotton Band, TB Marlin Pin
Sold by Color | 1-S/M, 2-L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 103QSM
CABANA | TBW151-NAT
3 Bu Toyo Fedora with 2 1/2” Brim | 3-Pleat Jacquard Band, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size M-XL
Minimum 1 | 25NCW0

NEW
CONCHA | TBW261OS-IVORY
Vented Shantung Fedora with 2 1/2” Brim | Grosgrain Band, TB Marlin Pin
Ivory | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 131MBG

COOLMAX®
MEN’S TROPICAL DRESS

LIGHTHOUSE | TBW243OS-NAT
Fine Braid Toyo Fedora with 2 1/4” Brim | 3-Pleat Cotton Band, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 60SYU0

CLAM BAKE | TBW191OS-IVORY
Paper Braid Fedora with 2” Brim | Ribbon Band, TB Marlin Pin
Ivory | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 60PLY0

NEW
NISSI | TBW264OS-NAT
Paper Braid Fedora with 1 3/4” Brim | Two-Tone Linen Band, Covered Crown Tip and TB Marlin Pin | Natural | 1-S/M, 2-L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband | Minimum 3 | 131VGV

NEW
BIMINI | TBW257OS-NAT
Paper Braid Fedora with 2” Brim | Grosgrain Band with Herringbone Overlay, TB Marlin Pin | Natural | 1-S/M, 2-L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband | Minimum 3 | 103EJM

UPF 50

COOLMAX

PHONE 800-367-3626 | FAX 866-247-4624 | DORFMAN-PACIFIC.COM
MEN’S TROPICAL DRESS | MEN’S CLOTH

CARIBBEAN | TBW248-NAT
Linen Blend Safari with 2 1/2” Brim | Faux Leather Band, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size M-XL
Minimum 1 | 168ALT

ARUBA | TBW141OS-NAT
Buri Braid Fedora with 2” Brim | Ribbon Band with Braided Overlay, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 53RQG0

ARUBA | TBW141-NAT
Buri Braid Fedora with 2” Brim | Ribbon Band with Braided Overlay, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size 2X | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 53XTG0

MEDITERRANEAN | TBW249-NAT
Linen Blend Fedora with 1 3/4” Brim | Leather Band, Perforated Leather Sidewall and TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size M-XL
Minimum 1 | 168VRT
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MEN’S RAFFIA

NEW
INAGUA | TBW258OS-NAT
Vented Raffia Braid Safari with 2 3/4" Brim | Leather Band, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 60ZRG0

NAVAGIO | TBW263OS-NAT
Braided Raffia Safari with 2 1/2" Brim | Leather Band with Ribbon Overlay, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 131OJR

NEW
AZORES | TBW262OS-NAT
Braided Raffia Fedora with 2 1/2" Brim | Leather Band, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | 1-S/M, 2-L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 131YLI

TAHITI | TBW255OS-NAT
Paper Braid Fedora with Raffia Braid 2" Brim | 2-Pleat Tropical Print Band, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 131DMI
MEN’S RAFFIA | MEN’S VISORS

ROCKFORD | TBW123OS-NAT
Matte Raffia Safari with 2 1/2” Brim | 3-Pleat Cotton Band, TB Marlin Pin
Natural | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 53PYU0

FIJI | TBW116OS-TEA
Fine Hand Crocheted Raffia Fedora with 2” Brim | Herringbone Ribbon Band with Jute Overlay, TB Marlin Pin | Tea | Sold by Size S/M, L/XL, 2X | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 131ALE

MANGROVE | TBV2
Garment Washed Twill Visor with 2 3/4” Peak | Velcro® Backstrap and Embroidered TB Marlin | Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 6 | 09UXX0

PALM | TBV3
Washed Cotton Visor | Embroidery and EasyTape® Backstrap
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 3 | 77LRN0
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MEN’S BASEBALL CAPS

NEW
CRUISE | TBC3
Unstructured Cotton Baseball Cap | Buckle Closure and Embroidered
TB Marlin | Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 1 | 09RM10

PUTTY ROYAL

NEW
CORAL REEF | TBC19
Unstructured Cotton Baseball Cap | TB Marlin Patch and Antique T-Slide
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 3 | 77POV0

PUTTY ROYAL CHARCOAL

BREEZER | TBC4
Unstructured Cotton Baseball Cap | Mesh Back with Buckle Closure and Embroidered TB Marlin
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 1 | 08AL00

RED BLUE KHAKI OLIVE

NEW
ROCKHOPPER | TBC18-NAVY
Unstructured Washed Cotton Baseball Cap | TB Marlin Patch with Mesh Back and Plastic Snap Backstrap
Navy | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 3 | 77LED0

NEW
CORAL REEF | TBC19
Unstructured Cotton Baseball Cap | TB Marlin Patch and Antique T-Slide
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 3 | 77POV0

PUTTY ROYAL CHARCOAL
MEN’S BASEBALL CAPS

GULL | TBC12
Unstructured Garment Washed Twill Baseball Cap | Mesh Back and Antique T-Slide
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 3 | 77ZUY0
KHAKI NAVY WHITE

TERN | TBC11
Unstructured Garment Washed Twill Baseball Cap | Mesh Back and Antique T-Slide
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 3 | 77WDZ0
KHAKI NAVY WHITE

NEW
SEADRAGON | TBC17-ASST
Unstructured Linen Blend Baseball Cap | Embroidered TB Marlin and EasyTape® Backstrap | 3-Blue, 3-Khaki | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 6 | 77GLN0
KHAKI BLACK BLUE

PETREL | TBC10
Unstructured Washed Cotton Baseball Cap | Embroidery and Velcro® Backstrap
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 3 | 77RQV0
GREY KHAKI OCEAN RED WHITE

BLACK
MEN’S BASEBALL CAPS

**SURFER | TBC2**
Unstructured Linen Blend Baseball Cap | Buckle Closure and Embroidered TB Marlin
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 1 | 08SID0

**MARLIN | TBC1**
Unstructured Cotton Baseball Cap | Buckle Closure and Embroidered TB Marlin
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 1 | 08RPX0

**NEW**
**HERON | TBC16-ASST**
Unstructured Linen Blend Baseball Cap | EasyTape® Backstrap
3-Blue, 3-Natural | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 6 | 77BCY0

**NEW**
**MALLARD | TBC15-ASST**
Unstructured Supplex® Nylon Baseball Cap | EasyTape® Backstrap
3-Khaki, 3-Navy | One Size Fits Most | COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 77NDO0
WOMEN’S HAND CROCHETED RAFFIA
WOMEN’S HAND CROCHETED RAFFIA

NEW

FLEUR | TBWL111OS-BLU
Hand Crocheted Raffia Round Crown with 4” Brim | Twisted Raffia Band, TB Pineapple Pin | Blue | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 60WZ50

TANERA | TBWL94-NAT
Hand Crocheted Raffia Round Crown with 4 1/4” Brim | Lurex and TB Pineapple Pin | Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 193NDP

VILLINGILI | TBWL105-NAT
Hand Crocheted Raffia Cloche with 4 1/4” Brim | TB Pineapple Pin | Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 193NGX

TALLINN | TBWL99OS
Hand Crocheted Raffia Safari with 2 1/4” Brim | Tassels and TB Pineapple Pin | Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 193TQV

FLEUR | TBWL111OS-BLU
Hand Crocheted Raffia Round Crown with 4” Brim | Twisted Raffia Band, TB Pineapple Pin | Blue | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 60WZ50

TANERA | TBWL94-NAT
Hand Crocheted Raffia Round Crown with 4 1/4” Brim | Lurex and TB Pineapple Pin | Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 193NDP

VILLINGILI | TBWL105-NAT
Hand Crocheted Raffia Cloche with 4 1/4” Brim | TB Pineapple Pin | Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 193NGX

TALLINN | TBWL99OS
Hand Crocheted Raffia Safari with 2 1/4” Brim | Tassels and TB Pineapple Pin | Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 193TQV

FLEUR | TBWL111OS-BLU
Hand Crocheted Raffia Round Crown with 4” Brim | Twisted Raffia Band, TB Pineapple Pin | Blue | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 60WZ50

TANERA | TBWL94-NAT
Hand Crocheted Raffia Round Crown with 4 1/4” Brim | Lurex and TB Pineapple Pin | Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 193NDP

VILLINGILI | TBWL105-NAT
Hand Crocheted Raffia Cloche with 4 1/4” Brim | TB Pineapple Pin | Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 193NGX

TALLINN | TBWL99OS
Hand Crocheted Raffia Safari with 2 1/4” Brim | Tassels and TB Pineapple Pin | Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 193TQV
WOMEN’S RESORT STRAW

CASCARA | TBWL100
Paper Braid Fedora with Frayed 2 1/4” Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Charms and TB Pineapple Pin
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 45HFK0

CHILOE | TBWL103-NAVY
Toyo Safari with 4” Brim | TB Pineapple Pin
Navy | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 53FTK0

NEW

TAMATI | TBWL118
Paper Braid Round Crown with 5” Brim | Sizing Tie Band, TB Pineapple Pin
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 45ESO0

UPF 50
WOMEN’S RESORT STRAW

NEW
ANTON | TBWL108-NAT
Braided Raffia Round Crown with Frayed 5 1/2” Brim | TB Pineapple Pin
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 156USK

COBBLESTONE | TBWL107-WHT
Paper Braid Round Crown with 5” Brim | Lurex and TB Pineapple Pin
White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 45AUY0

NEW
CAMILA | TBWL109
Paper Braid Round Crown with 6” Brim | Waxed Cord Band, TB Pineapple Pin
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 45QVI0

UPF 50

UPF 50
NEW

CARIDA | TBWL110-NAT
Braided Raffia Safari with Frayed 4 1/2” Brim | Braided Cotton and TB Pineapple Pin
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 100AZC

RAENI | TBWL112OS
Paper Braid Safari with 3 1/2” Brim | Beaded Band, Tassels with Poms and TB
Pineapple Pin | Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX®
Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 103VZJ

NEW

SAFIA | TBWL116-WHT
Bangkok Toyo Round Crown with 4 1/2” Brim | Beaded Band, Tassel and TB Pineapple Pin
White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 94DYD0

WATERGATE | TBWL98OS-NAVY
Ombré Paper Braid Round Crown with 4” Brim | Beads and TB Pineapple Pin
Navy | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 131FHS

COOLMAX®

UPF 50
BERMUDA | TBWL96-NAT
Raffia Round Crown with 4 1/2" Brim | Embroidery and TB Pineapple Pin
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 103RDU

ELLESMERE | TBWL95
Toyo Round Crown with Frayed 5 1/2" Brim | Metallic Band, TB Pineapple Pin
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 103DHB

PELICAN | TBWL60-NAT
Bangkok Toyo Round Crown with 5 1/4" Brim | Waxed Cord Band, TB Pineapple Pin
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 103DFS

UPF 50
WOMEN’S RESORT STRAW

NEW
LALAGO | TBWL114OS-IVORY
Paper Braid Safari with Bound 2 1/2” Brim | Braided Raffia Band, Braided Raffia and TB Pineapple Pin | Ivory | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 103ZAE

NEW
TALIN | TBWL113-TOAST
Paper Braid Bucket with 3” Brim | Lurex with Beads and TB Pineapple Pin Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 45UKJ0

NEW
LAGI | TBWL117-WHT
Paper Braid Safari with 3” Brim | Ribbon Band, TB Pineapple Pin White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 147BYQ

NEW
VERITA | TBWL115-COFE
Paper Braid Bucket with 2 3/4” Brim | Rope Band, TB Pineapple Pin Coffee | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband | Minimum 1 | 45SDC0

UPF 50
WOMEN’S RESORT STRAW | BASEBALL CAPS

**MONTE CARLO | TBWL101-NAT**
18/20mm Braid Raffia Fedora with 1 3/4” Brim | TB Pineapple Pin
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 103FLG

**ALBATROSS | TBC14**
Unstructured Washed Cotton Baseball Cap | EasyTape® Backstrap
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 3 | 77HWV0

**SHOREBIRDS | TBWL42-TOAST**
Paper Braid Fedora with 1 3/4” Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Sequins and TB Pineapple Pin | Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 45LIY0

**KITTIIWAKE | TBC13**
Unstructured Linen Blend Baseball Cap | EasyTape® Backstrap
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 3 | 77YHI0
### SALES REPRESENTATIVES

#### Wendy Bachels
- Territory: Southern CA (North of I-10 from Santa Monica to Tehachapi, East to I-15)
  - Cell: 818-613-6311
  - wendybachels@gmail.com

#### Alan Barsamian
- Territory: AK, Northern ID, MT, OR, WA
  - Cell: 425-985-2519 Ph: 360-378-3252
  - 800-474-2698 Fax: 360-378-3282
  - barsamian@intersil.net

#### Wally, Jennifer & Sam Berkman
- Territory: CD, Southern ID, UT (Excluding St. George), NM, WY
  - Cell: 303-949-5442 (Jennifer)
  - Cell: 303-949-4793 (Wally)
  - Cell: 303-521-4794 (Sam)
  - Regional Office: Ph: 303-233-0215
  - 800-886-3726 Fax: 303-233-7057

#### Radmila Caparosa
- Territory: NJ (Excluding Coastal Resort Areas), NY
  - Cell: 917-306-6443
  - radacap@tommybahama.com

#### Elena Carboni
- Territory: CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT
  - Cell: 914-714-5990 Fax: 800-395-4182
  - elenacarboni.ne@gmail.com

#### Frank Cavallaro
- Nilo & Associates
  - Territory: IL, IN, KY, MI, OH
  - Cell: 630-936-2538 Fax: 630-359-3522
  - fca3858@comcast.net

#### Lisa De Luca
- Territory: Southern CA (HWY 91 to Mexico Border)
  - Cell: 619-977-3323 Fax: 858-259-9970
  - lisa.deluca@dorfman-pacific.com

#### Erik Erwin
- Territory: Northern and Southern TX
  - Cell: 832-865-4452
doubletx@gmail.com

#### Ron Fuller
- Territory: West FL (Panhandle to Key West) (W of Rte. 27), Coastal Resort Areas of DE, MD, NJ, NC, SC, VA
  - Cell: 305-240-0203 Fax: 800-736-7040
  - roncoastal1@gmail.com

#### Beverly Gale
- Fuller & Associates
  - Territory: West FL (Panhandle to Key West) (W of Rte. 27), Coastal Resort Areas of DE, MD, NJ, NC, SC, VA
  - Cell: 757-545-5007 Fax: 866-523-5462
  - brelal1@gmail.com

#### Sue Gallagher
- Territory: Central and Eastern FL from GA to Miami
  - Cell: 361-699-9214 Ph: 386-673-5060
  - Fax: 386-673-3083
  - suegal33@bellsouth.net

#### Thom Harris
- Territory: El Paso County TX
  - Cell: 512-770-1054 Fax: 763-595-8982
  - jhmollysales@gmail.com

#### Richard Jacobs
- Territory: HI, Guam, Saipan
  - Cell: 808-224-1303
  - 808-524-1755 Fax: 808-524-1773
  - emoveshawaii@gmail.com

#### Scott & Peggy Kent
- Territory: Northern CA (Alameda, Contra Costa, Monterey & San Luis Obispo Counties)
  - Cell: 925-998-3757 (Scott)
  - Cell: 925-998-4794 (Peggy)
  - sskenthat@gmail.com, pakenthat@gmail.com

### SALES MANAGEMENT

#### Scott Starnes, Executive VP, Business Development
  - 800-325-4287 Fax: 214-342-1285
  - scott.starnes@dorfman-pacific.com

#### Kurt Willett, Executive VP of Sales
  - kurt.willett@dorfman-pacific.com

#### Wade Collingsworth, VP of Sales; Eastern Division Sales Manager
  - Fax: 717-326-1477
  - wade.collingsworth@dorfman-pacific.com

#### Frank Kinney, VP of Sales; Western Division Sales Manager
- Cell: 209-351-0243 Direct Office: 972-810-4210
  - Office: 214-342-0071 or 800-325-4287
  - Fax: 214-342-1285
  - frank.kinney@dorfman-pacific.com

### CORPORATE SALES/DESIGN

#### Todd Gardner, Senior VP of Marketing & Merchandising
  - 800-675-1187 x1330 Fax: 866-247-4624
  - todd.gardner@dorfman-pacific.com

### SALES REPRESENTATIVES

#### Scott Lester
- Territory: DC, DE, MD, PA, VA, WV (Excluding Coastal Resort Areas)
  - Cell: 443-756-7966 eFax: 866-540-3656
  - scott宣传片@tommybahama.com

#### Barry Littman & Carol Clark
- Territory: KS, MO, NE
  - Cell: 918-510-8550 Ph: 918-253-3888
  - Fax: 918-516-0477
  - barry@bigredgate.com; carol@bigredgate.com

#### David Milani
- Territory: Northern CA (San Francisco Peninsula to Oregon Border)
  - Cell: 415-517-3520 Fax: 415-851-0488
  - david.milani2@gmail.com

#### Reggie Pooley
- Territory: Northern and Southern TX
  - Cell: 713-826-6910 Fax: 832-213-3152
  - rp12510tx@aol.com

#### David Revis
- Territory: AR, LA, MS, OK
  - Cell: 501-908-5345
  - rerev3@gmail.com

#### Paul Smith
- Territory: AL (Including Gulf Shores and Orange Beach), GA (Including ST Simons, Tybee Island and Jekyll Island coastal), NC (Excluding Coastal Resort Areas), SC (Excluding Coastal Resort Areas), TN
  - Cell: 678-777-5328 Fax: 770-818-5566
  - psmithmats@gmail.com

### INTERNATIONAL SALES

#### Kelly Harper
- Territory: Canadian Province: BC (Central)
  - Cell: 250-769-5829 Fax: 605-658-1344
  - Fax: 250-769-8090
  - vkharpertelus.com

#### Savina Huff
- Territory: Canadian Province: BC (Lower Mainland)
  - Cell: 604-377-7258 Fax: 604-888-7235
  - savinhuff@shaw.ca

#### Michael Jaz
- Territory: Canadian Provinces: AB, NL, NS, ON, BC
  - Cell: 613-327-4749 Fax: 613-380-8569
  - nick.jaz@sympatico.ca

#### Len Zuccherato
- Territory: Canadian Province: AB (Central & Southern)
  - Cell: 403-923-0598 Fax: 403-208-9441
  - Fax: 403-475-3639
  - lennyz@shaw.ca

### GLOBAL SALES

#### Debra Highsmith, VP of Women’s Division & Catalog Sales
- Territory: Mexico
  - 800-675-1187 x 1324 Fax: 866-247-4624
  - debra.highsmith@dorfman-pacific.com

#### Dennis Marxen, Senior VP of Global Sales
  - Cell: 916-847-0480 Ph: 916-393-1200
  - dennis.marxen@dorfman-pacific.com

### NY SHOWROOM

#### Sara Axel, VP of Corporate Sales
- Cell: 209-762-2131 Ph: 646-564-2580
  - 800-887-4428 Fax: 646-594-0632
  - sara.axel@dorfman-pacific.com

#### Leslie Correa, VP of Corporate Sales
- Cell: 209-518-1934 800-887-4428 Fax: 212-268-4624
  - Leslie.correa@dorfman-pacific.com

- 06/19/19
Freight Cost Reduction

(CONTIGUOUS USA ONLY)

Here at Dorfman, we are constantly looking for new ways to improve customer value and satisfaction. This includes periodically reviewing the many costs associated with our business, and yours. We are very pleased to share that we have renegotiated our contracts with FedEx and have been able to significantly reduce your cost for parcel shipments. As a result, effective immediately we are passing these savings directly on to you, the customer. We estimate your savings will be as much as 50% less than what you were previously paying depending on your zone. This cost savings initiative not only gives you a tremendous value, it also reflects our commitment to your customer satisfaction.

Additionally we are consolidating more boxes to reduce the box count wherever possible without damaging your merchandise. We are also shipping orders with a box count over 20 boxes or with racks via LTL freight. LTL rates are lower than FEDEX if you receive pallet shipments. Should you have any questions or concerns regarding this matter, please contact Dorfman-Pacific at 1-800-367-3626 for authorization. Our RA# is required on all cartons shipped. Returns must be prepaid and authorized by the home office. Call 800-367-3626 for authorization. Our RA# is required on all cartons shipped back for credit. Returns may be subject to a 10% restocking charge, minimum $25. Credit will be issued upon receipt and inspection of merchandise only. E-mail any questions to custservice@dorfman-pacific.com.

WILL CALLS

Please allow one working day for processing.

- All credit approved orders shipped within 24 hours
- 24-hour toll-free fax service and voice messaging

©2018, Dorfman-Pacific, Inc. All Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be used, reproduced or distributed in any form or in any medium without prior written approval of Dorfman-Pacific Co., Inc. Any violation will result in prosecution. All orders originate in Stockton, CA.

Complete stock is carried in our Stockton warehouse. DUNS #00-922-6952
Order 4 Dozen Hats
GET A FREE RACK!

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES
800 367-3626 or 209 982-1400
FAX 866 247-4624 or 209 982-1596
EMAIL custservice@dorfman-pacific.com
WEB www.dorfman-pacific.com

NON-SALES INQUIRIES 800 675-1187
SHIPPING 2615 Boeing Way - Stockton, CA 95206
MAILING P.O. Box 213005 - Stockton, CA 95213

WOOD TB MIRROR | MIRRDK-TB
Tommy Bahama Logo Mirror
Dark
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SPRING/SUMMER HEADWEAR COLLECTION 2020

Tommy Bahama
LIVE THE ISLAND LIFE